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1.  ·  JUSTIFICATlON OF PROPOSAL 
· /  .. Background 
/  I 
1.1  Council Directive 85/337/EEC. on the· a§sessment  of the effects of  certain public  and 
private projects on the eiwironment  (the  "EIA_ Dir~ctive") requires  an  enVironmental 
impact  ass~ssment to be carried out ·before .development consent is  given .  for projects 
which are likely to have significant effects on the enVironment. The EIA Difective does  _· 
not, however, require an assessment to be carried oui before the adoption of  the plans 
and programmes which set  the  frarriework  for  such .  development · consent  decisions. 
Thus,  for  example,  there  is  no  requirement  under  Community  law to  ClUTY  out an 
enviioninental assessment prior to the adoption of  a regio_nal town and couritry planning  · 
plan.  The objecti.ve of this Proposal is to provide for a high level. of protection of the' · 
enVirontnerit by ensuring that an enVironmental assessment. is carried out: and the results 
are taken into  account during the  preparation and adoption of such  enVironmentally 
·significant plans and programmes. This will complement the enVironmental assessment 
of pro  jests  under  the  EIA  Directive,  which  takes  place  at  a  later  stage  m  the  .. 
. ·  A~cision-making  process.  · 
.  S~ope of the Proposal · 
1.2  The Proposal' sets  out the environmental  assessment procedure concerning the public 
plans and programmes defined in· Article 2 of the Directive. It  i~ thus restricted to. the 
plan and programrrie level of decision-making.  It does  not apply to the  mor~e general 
policy leveL  of  decisio11 making at the top of the decision-m(!.king hierarchy. Whilst it is  · 
important that general policy decisions take account of  the envirorunent, the pr~c.edural 
requirements of the present Proposal in(ly not be a suitable wa:Y  of achieving this goal. 
General policy decisions devdop in a very. flexible way and a different .approach may be. · 
.  required  ~o integrat~enVironmental considerations into this process. The Coinmission is. 
continuing to study this matter.  · 
f3  The Proposal is restricted to town a.'ld  country planriing  plans and .prograinmes and to 
.plans and  programmes' which are  aaopted  aS  part of the town and  country planning. 
decision-making  process  for  the  purpose  of. setting  the  framework ·for  subsequent 
development 'consent decisions which will allow developers' to proceed With  projects  . 
. Such town and country planriing plans or programmes define the use of  land and contain 
provisiqns mi. nature, size, location or operating conditions of  installations or activities in  ·· 
.. different sectors relevant to town and country planning.  The Proposal will cover town 
and  country  planning  plaris  and  programmes  inclu~ing  sectorciJ.,  town  arid  country 
planriing- _plans  in  sectors  such  as  transport,  wast~  management,  water  resource 
. management, industry,' telecommunication, tourism or energy.  The Proposal,  how~ver, · . 
. only  covers  those  plans  and  programmes  that  are  adopted. by  '!  competent  body. 
according to a formal procedure. This does not mean that the Member States will have 
to  establish formal adoption procedures to comply with the Proposal. It. means that only 
plans and programmes that are subject to adoption by existing formal procedures will be 
COVered, by the J:>roposaJ.  Afl example· Of a plan that WQ.U!d be  COVered· is  a mineral 
extraction devdopment plan which contains,  inter alia,. provisions on the nature,  size, '  ·, 
location or operating conditions of  mineral _extraction operations in a' particular area. An 
example of  plans which would not be covered, is an overall energy plan covering general 
issues such as energy resources,  energy demand and supply or plans and programmes 
whic~1 concern eeonomic subsidies of energy Conservation.  The Proposal is  a further 
'·  important step towards· ensuring that environmental  considera~ons are integrated into  . 
decision making Within Member States. It is unlikely, however, to be the final step in this 
process.  The  opera~on of the Directive will have to be reviewed seven years after its 
entry into force (Article 11). 
-
To make the scope of  the Proposal clearer, below is an indicative list· of some plans and 

















Landesraumordhungsprogramme'plane~  . 
Landesentwicklungsprogramme'pUine~  Regionalprogramme'plane~ 




Flachenwidmungsplane  . 
Plan· Secteur~ Plan Particulier d'Amenagement (PP  A)~ 
Schema-Structutel~ Schema directeur~ 
Plan  d~ Developpement  Regional~··Plan Regional.d'affectation du 
Sol (PRAS)~  . 
Ruimtelijk Structuilrplan Vlaanderen; Gewestplan; . 
ProVincirull StruCtuurplan · 
..  R~gionalplaner; Kommuneplaner 
-'Pian  nacional  de  ordenaci6n;  Plan  .  director  territorial  de  · 
coordinaci6n; Plan general municipal de ordenaci6n url?ana  (PG)~ 
Programa de actua:ci6n urbanistica (P AU) 
Asemakaavel:; Rakennuskaava 
Contrat de pJan Etaf-regiotl; Directive territoriale d'amenageme1;1t 
(IfrA);  . 
Chorotaxiko Schedio; J9rthmistiko Schedio; Geniko poleodomiko 
schedio (OPS)~ Schediopoleos-Poleodomiki meleti  , 
· Development planS  .  · 
Piano territoriale di coordinamento & Piano territo.riale  Paesistico~ 
Piano regolatore  generale~ Piano di recupero (Pdre); Piano· degli  -
insediainenti produttivi (PIP)  .  , 
Plan  d'amenagement  general;  Plan · d'amenagement  partiel; 
Plan d'amenagement  particulier 
Vierde  , Nota  Over  de  Ruimtelijke  .  Ordening  Extra; 
Streekplan; Stuctuurplan  · 
Plapo  Regional  de  Ordenamento  do  Territorio  (PROT);  Plano~ 
Municipais  de  Ordenamento  do  Territ6rio  (!>MOTs);  Plano 
Director Municipal (PDM); Pianos de Urbaniza~ao 
- Unit_ed Kingdom:  Structure plans & unitary development plans part one; Local plan 
& unitary development plan (UDP) part two 
- Sweden:  . Oversiktsplan (OP)~ Detaljplan (DP)~ Omradesbestammelser 




1.4.  The  restriction ·of the  Proposal  to  plans  and  programmes  which  fonn  part· of the 
development consent· de¢ision-making process will meari that the new Directive ~  nqt · 
·  apply to· plan$  submitted to the  Commiss!on 'under· the  Structural  Funds RegulationS 
·(Regulation (EEC} No 2052/88-, as.amended by Regulation (EE~)  No 2081/93) b~se 
such plans  are prepared  in  connection with the  co~financing of regiorial. develop01ent 
prioriti~  rather  than  for  development  consent  purpos~s.  The  Structural  Funds 
Regulations, however,.already require_ plans submitted under them to be accompanied by 
an environmental ·appraisal.' In &idition; the carrying out of the  activities  described  in 
· . Structural Funds. plans. by .Memb~'  States  has  to  be ·in ·acC:ordance with  Community 
environmental  law,  including  any enVironmental. assessment ·  requiremep.ts  under  the 
EIA Directive and,· in the future,  under the new  Directive.· The. result Will be that the 
environment will_· have  to be  tak~~ irito' account b9th by  the  Commission  during  its 
consideration · of Structural  Funds  plans  and  by  Member  States  when  adopting 
development -consent· plcin$  and programmes and authorising projects for the purpose 
of  carrying  out  Structural  Funds  activitie~.  This · should  ensure  a  high  level-. of 
environmental protection. ·  · 
1.5  the Pr~pos81 only applies  to  plans and  programmes  which  are  subject  to  a fonnal 
adoption proce<lure, that is,  to plans and programmes which. are .  adopted or by. public 
"authorities  or. by  an .  act  of  'legislation.  During  consultations ·with  Member  States  it . 
;  beeame apparent thata small number of  important plans and progr~es  are adopted by 
acts of  legislation.  For those plans and programmes the  enviionm~ntal assessment is 
completed  by the competent authority before any decision is  taken~ This means that the 
Proposal  does  nof interfere  in the  legislative  procedure.  The  strategic· environmental 
··assessment  presents the  advantage  that the  decisic.m-rmiking  body' is. better  infonned · 
before taking its decision.  ·  ·  · 
EnvironmentBI ·benefits 
1,6  · This Proposal will be an important step towards securing sustainable development across 
the Community. lt will result in a better integration of  enviroi:unental considerations into 
the fonnulation ofplans.and progr3rnmes  .. It will as  sue~  greatly  contribut~ to the pursuit 
· of the first three objectives of preserVing,  protecting and improving the  quality' of the 
environlnent as set out in Article  BOr(l) of  the Treaty (see paragraph 2.1 below).  It is 
also clearly in accordance-with the precautionaiy;principle referred to in Article 130r(2) 
of the Treaty.  Environmental assessment at the plan and programme level means thjit 
environmental targets will be define4 early in the process and assessed in an interactive. 
and  comprehensive  manner  at  the  appropriate  level.  This  again  leads .  to  a  clearer 
l.mder~anding and the effective consideration of environmental effects by the plariners 
and decision-makers,  .  .  .  ·  · 
· By the time th~t an application for development consent for a project is b~ing considered  . 
.  by a competent  at~thority many important decisions will 'aiready ·have been taken which  · 
wilfpartly detennfue the outcome of  the development~onsent process. For example, the 
generallqcationofa particular type_ of project may be detennined by the adoption of  a 
. regional town and country planning plan. Environmental assessment at  the project stage 
comes  too late  in  the  decision-making  process  to  cover  such  plan  level  decisions. 
Without the requirement for environmeirtal (J.Ssessment at the plan and prqgramme stage 
in  the  development  consent  decision-making  process  such  deCisions  will .  be  taken  . 
without  a.  comprehensive  consideration  of  their  environmental  consequences .. 
- \ 
'  . ---The Proposal  will  correct this· situation by  requiring  an  environmental  assessment  to 
be carried  out  before  the·  adoption  of  such  environmentally  significant  plans 
and programmes. 
1.8  One particular benefit of  bringing plans and programmes within the assessment system is 
that  it  will  allow  the  issue  of alternatives  (such  as  the  choice  betWeen  alternative 
locations for a  particular type of pioject. or the  choice between different  modes of 
transport)  to  be  properly  assessed.  The. issue  of alternatives  can  only  be  properly 
assessed at the plan and prograinme leveL 
'1.9  The environmental assessment of plans and programmes will. also allow the cumulative . 
and  synergistic environmental impacts of small  but numerous projects to be assessed. 
For example, the general location of  new housing can be considered in the context of  a· 
. regional  town and  country  planning  plan  and  the. enVironmental  impact  of different 
locations can be-environmentally, assessed and t~en  into account during the preparation 
of the  plan.  This  type  of environmental  impact  is  not  assessed  at  all  under  the 
EIA  Directive. 
The Fifth Environmen-tal Action Progranupe "Towards Sustaina~ility" 
- 1  ~ 10  The Fifth Action Programme requires the implementation of a strategy of sustainable 
. development. There are. a number of ways of promoting sustainable development.  It is 
· clear that one way is  to promote and  improve  environmental  assessment  proc:_::edures 
operating at the strategic level.  Under  the heading "sectoral and  spatial planning"  the 
Fifth  Action  Programme  provides  that  given  the  _goal  of  achieving  sustainable 
development  it · seems  only  logical,  if not  essential,  to  assess  the  environmental 
implications of all  relevant  policies,  plans and  programmes.  The current Proposal will 
help  to  fulfil  this  commitment  by  extending  environmental  assessment  beyond  the 
project level. 
Economic benefits 
I:  II  One  of the  most  important  benefits  is·  the  creation · of a  more  efficient  planning 
framework which will  have a positive and stabilizing effect on capital investments and 
development  because  main  stream  decisions  will  be  taken  at  an  early  stage  in  the 
process.  The Fifth  Environmental  Action  Programme  states  that  "the·  integration  of 
· environmental  assessment ·  w}thin  th~ macro-planning  process would not only enhance 
the protection of  the environment and encourage optilllizption of  resource management 
but would also  help  to reduce those disparities  in  the international  and  inter-regional 
competition for new development projects which  at ·present  arise  from  di-sparities  in 
assessment  practices  in  the  Member  ·states".  Also  by- conducting  a  strategic 
environmental  assessment,  the . plan  making  process  becomes  more  transparent  and 
already at the planningJevel public support cari be obtained:forthe preferred option or 
strategy. Once properly completed, the SEA procedure ·will increase the acceptability of 
the economic activities at project level:·Finallyin defining clearly about'the conditions 
under which economic activities may be 1,.mde!'taken in the fran1ework of  the plan or the 
progra:mme· security will be increased and delays (l!ld additional costs at the project level 
will be reduced. 
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1 · The Report Qn the implementation of  the EIA Directive 
_  1.12  In 1993 the Commission submitted a-report to Parliament and the Council covering the . 
application  and- effectiveness  of the  .  EIA  Directive. . The  _  Report  showed .  that 
Member States 'had. made considerable progress in implementing. the Dir~ive and· that 
there· had been an improvement in .the iillormation _made  available to. decision makers 
· .  during the project level development conserit procedure  .. One of  the conclusions qf the 
· .  Report ·was,  however,  that  project  level  asse~ments  ·_ ~e  · place  too·  late- in  the 
decision-making proeess to address all ofthe~significant issues:· 
"It is clear :  ..  that  ev~a,tion of  ~,e. environmental impacts of certain projects is taking 
place too late .  in the development planning· anQ. decision-ntakiri.g process., In effect this 
has the result of  removing from  consi~eration the possible adoption of  alternatives both  · 
to the individual' project under consideration aS wefi as to its particular location or route 
(in the case oflinear developments).  ·  .  · 
This is a limitation inherent in an in~ment  restricted to the eValuation· of  environmental 
impacts at the _individual project level-since a number. of. important policy decisions will 
. : have ·been  taken  before  the  project  level  is  reached  whi~h then  limit  the  room  for 
-manoeuvre at the detailed project leveL"  ·  ·· 
1.13  ·In summary it was found that only-limited provisions exist in most Member States for 
the  integration  of an  environmental  assessment  process  into  the  decision-making 
procedures for plans and programmes.  · 
The present Proposal is intended to address this ·inherent limitation by supplementing the 
· EIA Directive with a Directive requiring the· assessment of  town and  oo~try  planning 
.  plans and  programmes.  From this perspective the Proposal can be seen as the second 
phase in the process begun in 1985 with the adoption of  the EIA Directive. 
_Relationship between the EIA-Directive a~d  the present Propos~l 
1  ~ 14.  The extension of  the environmental assessment system 'to the plan and programme level 
. of  decision-rrialQilg.will produce a  more efficient a~sessment system. It will mean that the 
appropriate.  type  of assessment  will· be . required  at  the. appropriate  stage.· in  the. 
decision-making process. Under the SEA Proposal strategic issues will be a.sSessed at the 
plan and programme level leaving the environmental impact assessment  at the project· 
level to  ~ddress specific issues inherent to the proposed project: This will result in a more  · 
strearnliiied assessment at the project level. By conducting a comprehensive ~sment 
·at the strategic level,. parts  of the information  required  by_the EIA Directive for the 
environmental impact Statement can be used or provided in less detail by referring to the 
assessment  already  completed  at  the  strategic  ievel.  In  terms  of procedure,  the 
requirements of the. exi~g  EIA Directive and the present Proposal are very  similar. 
Member States will therefore 'be familiar with the procedural steps to be taken. This will 
ensure  timely  implementation· of the  new:  Directive  in the Member  States.  Finally, ·a 
properly COf!ducted SEA  will clarify the environmental conditionS for projects ·approval. 
The EIA procedUre will therefore_be easier'and in some cases maybe even unnecessary. 
This will  presu~bly  be the caSe for the majority of  projeCts, for which accprding to the 
modified EIA Directive, the Member  ~tat63 have to undertake a screening exaininatiol}_ 
before  deci~in& to  submit· them  to  an  .EJA  t:toceriure ..  Howe":_er,  the .  need  for' a 
6 _  oomprehensive- environmental  assessment  at  the  project  level  will  remain  for thoSe 
.  projects for which an EIA is mandatory according to the modified EIA Directive. 
International and Community initiatives 
-
· 1.15  The need for environmental assessment  ab<;>ve  the project .level  is  recognized in the 
· Espoo Convention on environmental. impact  assessment  in  a  transboundmy  conte~, _ 
·  ·which was  signed·~ Espoo,  Finland -on  25  Februmy  1991. by the  Community  and 
29 countries, including all Member States. The Convention provides 'that, to the extent 
',appropriate,  the. Parties to the' Convention shall  end~youf to apply the. principles of 
environmental1mpact assessment to  polici~s. plans and programmes.  ·  · 
1.16 · At  Community  level  the  need  for  the  envirorimental  assessment · of plans  and 
programmes has been recognized in Council Directive 92/43/EEC on the cOnservation · 
.  of  natural habitats and of wild fatina and flora.  Arti~le 6(3) of  that Directive provides 
· that  any  plan  or project · likely  to  have  a  si~cant effect  on  a  special  area  of 
conservation  designated  under  the  Directive  shall  be  subject  to  at!  appropriate 
assessment. This recognizes the importance of  ensunng that the conservation objectives 
of the designated areas are properly considered at both ~e  plan level  and the  proj~ 
level.  The need to consider environmental  objectives  at all  levels  of decision  taking . 
applies equally to situations which do not involve special areas of  conservation. 
Member State initiatives 
1  :17  .  A study prepared for the Commission on plan and programme assessment legislation and  . 
procedures  within, the  Community  (March  1995)  found  that  there  had  been ·some 
significant  developments  within  Member  States  in  this  area  since  1988  and  that  all 
Member States have  some experience of carrying out such assessments.  The study, 
however,  identified .  two  main. deficiencies  in  the  existing  systems  operating  within 
the CommUnity:  · 
(1)  although  Member  States  have  5ome  provisions  for.  assessing  the  likely 
environmental consequences of implementing plans and  programmes which are 
adopted  for  development  consent  purposes, .the  coverage· of .such  plans  and 
programmes is not complete; 
(2) ·  even where some form of  environrn~tal assessment system is in place it does not 
always comply with. the basic requirements for  such a system,  for example,  the 
information Supplied for the assessment does not always cover all of  the significant 
environmental  impacts  and  there  may  be  no  formal  requirement  to  consult 
the public.  ·  -
. The existing systems operating within the Community are therefore deficient,  both in 
terms of their coverage· of plans and  progran!mes · and _in  terms of their procedural 
requirements. The large majority of  the Member StateS do not have legislation on SEA 
Only .  three  Me~ber States have  such  a  legislation ·that  broadly  fulfils  the  minimum 
req~ements of  the Proposal. Two Member States have such a legislation for some of 
their regions that  broadly fulfils  the minimum requirements of  the Directive. None of 
the existing town and  country planning planni11g  systems in the other M~mber States 
7 ~- '  . 
. covers all  ~f  the minimum requiienients fer a SEA-Directive-like assessment.  It shoUld . 
be· noted, however,  that ihe majority of  ~ ::ember States have in place procedures for 
· ·  · consultation  of both the public .  cohcerne<L and  the  ertvironmental  authorities  in  the  . 
ptep~tion  of  town and country planning planning programmes. 
Existing methodology  . .  - ·  . 
.  1.18  In investigating the availability of  methodologies for assessing tl1e eitVironmnenW·impact 
· of  plans and programmes the ConuniSsion has carried out  reviews of  existing practice· in 
this  area  (e:g.  SEA  Existing Methodology,  1994,  SEA  Case-Studies,  1996} ·The 
conclusions  of these._studies;  atso supported by  other: recent  publicatio~ (e:g ..  SEA: 
. - Status,  Challenges  and Future  Directions, ,,Dutch  :Mmistry  of· Environment  1996, ·•  . · 
.  The Practice  of Strategic  Env~ronmental :Assessnient, .  Therivel  and  Partidario 1996) 
. reveal !Qat :a range 'of methods and techniques are already applied for th.e environmentid 
assessment o(  plans and progTammes. These methods are usually based ori those used in 
the environmental.  a5sessni~t ofprojects or in policy appraisal and planning. - ·  • 
'  ..  ..  .,  '~  .  ' 
.. Thus  simple  methods ·(such  as  maps,  checklists,  matrices)  :have  often  pr~ved to . 
b~ suceesful,  while ' more· .·'complex  ' techniques.  (such. -as  multi-criteria  .  analysis,'' 
Geo-graphical-Information Systems) have also· been reported and are increasingly used, 
. . In any  case  th~ selection  of appropriate  methods  depends. on factors  suc!t_ as  the 
objectives  and  scale  of the action,  tin_te  and 'budget·· constraints,  or the  availability of 
environmental data.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
.· Therefore  the  availability  of tools  would.  be  rio  obstacle  for  the . performance . 
ofenvironment81 assessments at plan or programme  level.  These tools are developing'· 
. rapidly  and  it  is  ,clear  ·thar  ·8; ·  CommUnity-wide  Directiv~ · will,  as · the . 
-Directive 85/337/EEC  on  the  ·environmental  asse~stn~nt  of projects  didj  stimulate 
researcJt and exchange of  exp~erices irt this area' and .lead to ,the development of  more 
}  . ' sophisticated methodologies.  .  . 
··costs·. 
Ll9  The  eosts of carrying  out  an  eiwitonmental  assessment ofa plan  or programme ·ate 
generally horne by .the public authority concerned. The Commission arranged for a study 
· on·  s~ch costs to .  be  prepared.  The ·  study  covered. the. direct  financ;ial  costs  of an 
. assessment (for example, the fees paid to consultants) and the oosts assoCiated with·the 
·,  use of  staff  resour~s, the cases covered by the. study revealed. a  relatively wide. range of 
. costs.  The general conclusion, however, was that the increase in·costs assoCiated With 
· this type of  assessment is marginal compared ~ith  the scale-of  investmen..t ·requrred· in the · 
overall  development  of the ·plan  .or  progr~mine being  assessed.  The . enVironmental 
·.  benefits of  such assessments, as described above,  should certainly outweigh these costs.  · 
•  •  _,  .  "  - J  .  •  r  .  .  .  •  .  ,  . 
2..  NEEDI?ORACTIONATCO~ITYLEVEL 
Ho~  are the objective~ of the Pr~p~sal related]o the.Commuitity's obligations? 
·2.1  Articl~ .130f(l)' o( the  Treaty  requh-es -'Corimiumty  policy  on  the  environment  to 
.  ' .. 'Contribute' tb t4e objectives of preserving, protecting and improving the ,quality. of the .. 
environment~ protecting human health arid the prudent and rational ,utilization of natural 
. 8, ;  . '• 
resources..  A, ··comprehensive ·  ·environmental  assessment  system,  which.  requires 
'  assessments to be carried out ·at: the plan and programme level as well as at the projeCt 
.,  leye~ will  make  an  important .  ~ntribU:tion·  ·towards  these  objectives  by  integrating 
~nvironmental considerationS into the relevant·<Jeeision~making processes.  ·  ·· 
. Is tbe Prop0sal.within an  area  Qf exclusiVe CommunitY competence or is  competence 
shared with  Member States? 
2.2. ·  · · The Proposal is not ~thin  an area of exclusive Comml!nitY co~petence. 
.  .  .  ~  . 
W:hat is  the :Community· dimepsion of the problem? What solution  haS  been  in  fqrce  . · 
until now?· .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  '  .  ·  , · 
.  - .  .  .  ;  .  . 
2.3.  Council Directive 85/33 7/EEC  iritroduced ~.system of  environmental assessment at the 
project leVel into the Community'. E:werience has  shown-~  there is a major problem 
With this system, rmmely that it only reqUires an. assessment to take place at the. end of 
the decision  taking  process.  This :meanS  that  the· .  en~onmenial assessment  system 
established by Community law is incomplete. It  need~  to be oompleted by the addition of 
~  ertviroruriental_assessment requirement at the plan and programnie level.  ·  · ·  · 
2.4' 'The lack. of an effeciiye and C()mprehensive  ~nvironmental asSessn:lent  system at  the 
plan and programme level of  assessment affects  ~all Member States. ·It leads to a general 
fiiilure  · within  ·the  CommunitY  to , integrate  fully .. and  completely  environmental 
constclerations into the d~velopment  Consent deci!!iOn-making process. ,  ·. 
2.5 ·  · .There is, in addition, a pai:ticular Community problem when the implementation of  a plan 
'or pfogramm_e·in one Member_State will have a significant  effect on the environment of 
another  Member  State ..  It :is  important  in  such  cases· that  there  is  an·  effectiye · 
· enVironmental  ~sessmentWithiinhe plan or programme ~aking Member State befo~e 
the ·plan· or. ·programme. is  i;idopted·  arid  that 'there  are  also. proper  transboundaiy 
consilltatio~.  Such  oonsultations ,are  required  to  ensure  -that  all  of the  signifipant 
environmental effects .o(implementing. the plan· or progr~e  are taken ffi.to  account, · 
not just those that relate to the territory of the Member  State in which the plan or 
. programme  is  being  prepared.  The Proposal will  ensure that  there  is  an  effective 
·,  ·  · environmental.  a5~essmeni of such pians and programines, mclu4ing the cilrrying out of . 
· transbounciarY consultations.  ·  ·  · 
2.6 ..  Member  State~ are seeking to  ~dress these common problems by introducing some. 
elements ·of  enVironment~ assessment into ·some of  their procedures for adoptmg plans 
and programmes.  This  is  encouraging b~use  it  means that allMember·States have 
' ·some e?qJerience and understanding ofthis level of  environniental assessment. However, 
a Study  prepared for the Commission (referred to· in. 1.17 above) identified two main 
d~fic;iencies. in· the· existing  'systems  oper~ting in  the. Community.  First;· there· ··is  an· 
incomplete  coverage· of the  rrtafu ·plans 'and  programmes.  Secondly,  the  procedural 
requirements of  the assessment systems which do exist do not atways SatisfY the basic 
requirements for ariy environmental assessment gystem . 
. \. 
·g. ~··  ..• 
What is  the  most  «;ffeetive  solution,  com-paring  the  means  of Member  States· arid 
the Community? 
-
2.7 _·  Community action is  required to· addressthe tWo  detlciencies referred to above.  The·  -
_- .  Proposal will, in particular,  ensure that the assessment  system in  each Member State 
covers the oore. development consent plans  and. programmes artd  that the asSessment. 
procedure , is· satisfactory.  This will. el1Sure  that  a  minimum  level •  of environmentai .. 
. integration is  established -in the development  cOnSent  decision-making  process  in  au 
· Member States: By setting up a 'basic; framework procedure, _ a minimum Community 
wide system is established for the environmental· assessment of  plans and programmes; 
.  The Community fulfils its obligations· imder the 'Treaty but does not go beyond what is . · · 
· _ necessary 'in  ot:der  to fulfil. those  obligationS.  The  subsidiarity  principle  is. met, •  the 
requirements of  th~ Directive are sufficiently_ flexible to allow Member States t~ work _ 
out the detailed  arrangements,_ for: .  implementing ·the Directive.  The pirective leaves· 
enou~  room for Member States eitherbyintegrating the minimum requirements ofthe · 
Directive into existing national procedures or by establishing new procedures to comply 
with the Directive. ·  · 
What woum be tbe cost of  inaction by the Community? 
2.8  If  the  Commuruty  does  not .take  any  action  the  environmental  assessment  system 
· established u,nder Cpmmunity law will remain incomplete. The two deficiencies identified 
above will continue.  This will. mean that a comprehensive  integr~rlon of environmental 
.  considerations into the town and countiy planning plans· arid p-rogrammes adopted within 
.the Cominunity. for $e purpose of influencing development consent--decisions  Will  not 
occur  .. Plans  and. programmes  will  be : adopterl  which  have  unforseen  adverse 
environmental  consequences.  Considering .the very  r~·  environmental benefits  of the 
Proposal;  inaction  would-make  it  difficult  to_  achieve  the  objective's.  referr~d to  in 
·  Articl~ 13_0r( 1) of  the Treaty of  preserving, protectitig and improvi[lg the _quality of  the 
enviroru:nent,  protecting  human -health .  and  the  prudent  and  rational  utilization  of  . 
natural resources.  ~-- '. 
What  aCtion  is  available  to  the .. Community  (recommendation, .  financial  support, 
legislation, etC.)? 
2.9,  A  rtew D'iredive  is  req~ired  to  establish  a  Coriununity  level  framework  for_  the 
enviroiunental assessment o(  town and.· couritry plannirig ·plans and  prograinmes,  thus 
extending  the  aSSessment  system- introduced  by  Couneil  Directive  85/337/EEC  ..  A 
. ·  non-bin:ding  · recommendation  would  not  be  . sufficient  to  eorrect , the.  identified . 
deficiencies. The correction of  these deficiencies Will only be achieved by setting out at a-
C~mmunity  level dearly enforteable obligations.~  This will ensure that all Member States . 
adequately· assess  the  plans  and  programmes  identified.  in  the  Proposal.  It will,  in · 
particular,. ensure that there is a proper framework for the carrying out oftr:ansboundary 
consultations when a town an? country planning plan  or programme ih. one Member 
St'ate is likely to have a significant environmental-effect on the envirorunentofanother 
.Member State. - · · 
10  I-Is u~iform regulation necessary or is a Directive setting out the general objectives and . 
leaving the detailed execution to Member States enough? 
2.1  ()  The Proposal is for a framework DireCtive· which sets out the basic requirements for 
cafrying out an environmental. assessment at the town. and country planning plan and 
programme level  but leaves Member States free  to decide how. to implement--these 
requirements into their national systems. The procedure for preparing and adopting plans  · , 
and  prQgrammes  varies ·in  each  Member  State  and  the  detailed  arrangements  for 
implementing the. Directive which may  be' appropriate in one Member State may be 
inappropriate in other Member States. Member .States should therefore be left to work 
out the detailed a.gangements for implementing the Directive. In particular, it shoul4 be 
left to Member States to decide wl;lether to integrate the new requirements into existing 
procedures' or whether it_wouJd be more efficient to· create. new 'procedures. This may 
vary between  Member  States  and  between  sectorS.  This  framework  approach  was 
adopted for similar reasons for the EIA Directive and haS _proven to be the appropriate 
approach in that context.  · 
3.  CONSULTATIONS 
3.1  The first draft of  the Proposal was discussed with Member States.' on 28 April  1995. A 
further meeting was held with Member States on the 24 .J!J!y  1995:-These meetings 
helped  to_  -~dentify  the  type  of plans  and  programmes  which  are  adopted  in 
Member States.  This  information was extremely. helpful  in ·defining  the scope of the 
Proposal and  particularly in drafting the definition of  "plan or programme" in Article 2.  ' .  . 
3.2  The  Commission  has  also  consulted  reJ}resentatives  of  regional  ·authorities, 
environmental  non-goyernment  organiZations  and  certain  social  and  economic 
organizatio~s. Most of  the consultees welcomed the Proposal although some considered 
that the scope of  the Proposal should be wider (so that, for example, it. covered general 
poliGies as well as plans and programmes). The justification for the scope of  the Proposal 
is set out at paragraphs 1.2 to 1. 5 above. 
3.3  One consul  tee was concemed that the Proposal would increase the costs involved in 
preparing and adopting plans and programmes and lead to qelays:  Cf:?sts are consider¢ 
at paragraph 1.19 above. The Commission considers that the procedural.  steps set out in 
the  Proposal  are  ~e minimum  steps  that  must_ be  followed  in ·any  environmental 
assess~ent system. It considers that if  the system is effieiently transposed it should_ not 
lead to .  unnecessary or unacceptable delays  in the preparation and  adoption of plans 
and programmes. 
4.  LEGAL BASE .. 
4.1·  The  present  Proposal,  based  on the  precautionary  principle,  is  intended  to.  further. 
the objectives  defined ·  in  Article  130r(1)  of  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European· Community,  namely -the  preservation,  protection  and  improvement  of the 
. quality of  the enviro~ent,  ·the protection of  human health and the pil,ldent and rational 
· utilization of  natural resources. 
In this perspective, the Propo~  sets out an environmental assessment procedure to be 
followed before a decision is taken in relation to plans and programmes likely to have an 
'environmental impact in the framework of  town and country planning plaruiing. 
11 
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4.2  . The inain objective of  the Proposal is to ensure that during an admitristrative procedure 
and before adopting the ·finB.l decision, the competent authority· eXamines· and takes htto  · 
Consideration 'the ~pact  that the final decision is likely: to have on the environment:'. In 
that respect. the statement 0~  the state of  the environment prepared by the. competent 
aUthority  aS well 'as  th~ consultation of  the  enviroiuneii~ authorities and of  the public 
· concerned oonstitUte supports to the decision making. Basically, therefore, it ls only the 
'protectiqn of  certain  enviro~ental interests- by means of  the awareness raising··ofthe 
authorities havin~ a decisional powe~  .~ which is directly aimed by this proposal. 
·It  must be also underlined thatthisProposal is of  a proced~al  ~tUre. This means that·it 
. provides for  assessment  and .  consultations  during  the preparatory  proCedUre  and  the 
· taking. into consideration  ~f  the -results of  this aSsessment arid consultations in. the final 
decision,  in' view of the protection of the environment,  without._ therefore alloting any •. 
binding effect to these reSults in relation to the decision making, the aSsessment power as 
well as the final decision remaining entirely withiri the only"  competence of  the· competent· - ·  · ' 
-authorities.  The  possil:>le  effects of the measures provided for by the Proposal on the · 
toWn and cciuntry planning planniDg as such can therefore pe oon5idered oniy as indirect. 
..  -
·.  4.3  Within this perspective, 'it appears that the legal pase for the Proposal is Article.  130~1) 
ofthe Treaty.  ·  ·  · 
·s.  -EXPLANATION OF THE PROVISIONS  OF THE PROPOSAL 
5.1  - Article 1 sets out the objective of  the Proposal, which is a  high level of  prot~ion  of-the 
environment by ensurlflg that an environmental assessment is carried out arid the results 
takeri  into  account  during ·the  preparation  and  adoption  of  _certain  environmentBny 
·_ sighificant plans and programmes.  -
~  .  .  .  .  . 
5.2  .  Article  2  defines~ceriain expressions. which  are· used' in  the  Proposal.  Of particular  · 
_  importance is the definition of  the terms "plan" and "progranm1e". The definitiol) of  these · 
· terms determines the scope of the Proposal.  It should be noted that the· Proposal orily  . 
applies  to  formal  plans  and  programmes,  that  is,  those  subject  to  adoption  by  a-
competent authority. or those adopted by an act of  legislation ~or the purpose or setting 
· the framework  for  subsequent 'development· consent  deci_$ions.  This  Article  refers  to 
general ·town  and  country  planning  plans  and· prograrnrnes  as  well· as  to  town  and 
country  planning  plans  and  progra.tptnes  in  sectors  such  as  transport,  energy,  waste 
management,  water  re8ource  management,  industry,  teleeommunication · and _tourism. 
Thts Directive will apply, for 'example, to a town and country planning plan in  the sector 
waste management dealing with the need for and siting of  waste treatment installations 
·and telecommunications plans and programmes containing provisions on the nature, size - --· 
or operating  conditibns -of'  tel~cbmmunicatioh installations. such  as  base  stations  for 
mobile telephones and broadcasting installations.  ·  ·  ·  . 
Furthermore,  the  "~mpetent authoritY"  and  "develo:pment consent;,  are defined  in the 
same way as in EIA Directive 85/33 7  /EEC\  These-terms are already well knoWn in the 
. Member  Stat~s · which  Will  facilitate  the  ·implementation.  Finally,  in  this  ArtiCle 
"erivironmentcil assessment" is defined. 




(" - . 
5.4  Article 4: Paragraph 1 provid~s that. an environmental  ~sessment must b~ canied out 
5.5 
'  .. 
before the adoption of  Sl1Ch a plan or programme by a competent authority or before the 
submission to the legislative procedure of  a plan or programme referred to in Article 2.  - .  . 
Paragraph 2 foresees that the disposition of  the present Directive do apply ·only to plans 
and programmes the  :first- foimal preparation act of  which is posterior .the transposition. 
period referred to in Artide 12(1).  · 
Paragraph 3 refers to a  screening provision for minor modifications of  existing plans. and 
programmes which do not in every case have significant  enviro~ental·  effects. In such 
cases the Member States have  the  option of screening  such  modifications of plans 
and programmes'  in  order  to  identifY  .  whether  they  have  significant  negative 
enviionmental effects.  · 
. Paragraph 4  refers to a  screening provision for· plans and programmes ·at. local-level · 
which determine the- particular use of small areas. Such a plan or programme could be 
for example a buildipg  plan outlining  details  on how buildings  may be oonstriicted, 
determining the heigth or width of buildings.  As· 8uch pliUlS  of programmes do not in 
every case have significant. negative environmental effects, the Member States have the 
option of  screening such plans and programmes  .. 
Article .  5  and  Annex  describe .the  information  that  has  to  be  provided  where  an 
assessment is required. The competent authority (that is, the competent authority which 
is responsible for adopting the plan Or  programm~ or the authonty which is responsible  . 
. for submission to the legislative proCedure) has to provide the information listed in the 
Annex in stich detail as ·may reasonably be required for the purpose of assessing the 
environmental effects of  implementing the plan or programme. Article 5 takes account of · 
the possible hierarchy of  plans and programmes· by recognizing that the information that . · 
· can reasonably be requit:ed will vary according to the level of detail contained in the plan· 
or programme and the extent tq which· certain matters are more appropriately assessed. in 
detail at different levels in the decision-making process.  The competent authority will 
· have to scope .  the environmental statement.  It will, for example,  have to identifY  the 
likely  significant  environw.ental  effects  qf implementing the ·plan or programme  and 
decide on the level of  detail to be used in the environmental statement to describe those 
effects. In making this seoping decision the competent authority will have to consult 'the. 
relevant  environmental  authorities  and/or  bodies  concerned.  This  will  introduce  a 
necessary degree of  independence-into th~ scoping process  . 
. 5.6  Article  6  provides that the relevant  environmental  authorities and/or  bodies  and the 
public  concerned  are  to  be given  an  opportunity  to  comment  on the  information 
· · provided.  under Article 5 and on the plan or programme concerned. Consultation-is an 
essential part of  any environmental assessment procedure. Regarding the definitions of 
th~ "environmental authorities concerned" and the "public concerned" thpse terms are 
also used iri EIA Directive 85/337/EEC and are applied by the Member States without 
difficulties. and have therefore been used for the eurrent Prop9sal. As the administrative 
systems in the Member Sta~esvary considerably, It is left to the Member States to define, 
according · to  their  national  administrative  systems;  .  the  respective  environmental 
authorities  and/o~ bodies  and  the  public  concerned  and  to arrange  for ·the  detailed 
- arrangements for such consultations. 
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~ 5.7  Article ·7  appli~s wh~re the implementation of a plait or programme-being prepared in 
. one 'Member State is likely to have a significant effect  oil the environment in another . 
·  M~ber  State.  In stich circutnStances the. Article requires the two Member  States to' 
· enter. into consultations ·if the Member_ State whoSe· enviro~ent is likely to be affected 
.  so requests. 
:  ...... 
5.8  Article 8 r~uires'  the competent ·authority to take  int~ consideration the  n~Sults of the 
assessment process before the adoption or subffiission to thel~gislative procedure of  the · 
·  plari  or programme  concerned.  Environmental assessment  is  intended  to· ensure  that 
.decision' makers ~e.  inio  account the ·'releVant environmental considerations.-In some  .' 
_  cases this will lead a decision maker to modify its proposal. The final decision, however, 
remains with the decision maker.  . .  - ·  · 
5. 9 .. Article 9 ensures that the r~levant environmentcd authorities  and/~r  bodi~s an.d the public 
.concerned are informed of  the adoption.or  submission~to the legislative proeedure of a- . 
plan and progranime and of  how the results of  the envirot1ffiental assessment have been'' 
.  taken into aCco!Jllt.  -Thi~ is important because it ensures that deci~ions can be scrutinized 
. by those ooncemed.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·.  ·  · 
. 5.10  Article  10  concerns  the  relation- petween  the  Proposal -and.  other.  instruments  of 
. Comm1.!Jlity  law.  It  makes  it  cl~ that.  MembeE~ States  can  not  dispense  with  an 
-.assessment at the project level under Directive 85/337/EECjust because an assessment  . 
has been catried out at the plan or programme leveL This is consistent witb the mtention 
that the appropriate type of aSsessment· should be cariied ·out at the. appropriate level. 
This will not lead to an unnecessary duplication of  assessments~. Proper. scoping under 
· Article 5. should ensure that an environmental statement at the plan or programme level  · 
only· contains tlie  informatio11. that is ·required .  in .  order to· consider the environmental . 
consequenCes  of implementing the 'plan. or programme  COilcemed.  Developers. at the. 
project level will be able to conceJ1trate their r~i,JfCeS on suppl)'ing information which is 
-.  relevant to the specific details of  the propose4 project. Article' 10 also  exclu~es from the 
Directive  management· plans·  for .  special  areas  of conservation  under.  the  Habitats 
Directiye  (Directive· 92/43/EEC),' which  contain  oonservation  measure~ designed  to 
protect the ar~  concerned.  - __  , 
Paragraph 3  makes clear that i:lobqay has a right -to legall)r challenge decisions made in 
the-legislative  procedure~- Tlie· proposed  I)irective  is  not  intended ·to  interfere  with·  . 
legislative procedures used to adopt plans or programmes. Therefore, the Proposal_ limiis-
itself· to ·the  pre-legislative. phase,  which' ends· when  a  draft  plan  or prograrpme · is 
submi~~ to  a legislative._body. ·The purpose_ of  this  paragraph· is  to. eilswe that any 
dissatisfaction with an SEA in the pre:-legislative .phase will  ~ot result in the· subsequent 
legislative procedure being open to legal challenge. ·  · 
5.11  Article 11 requires Member States and the, Commission to' exchange inforrnBtion on the 
applieation of the. Directive.- It also requires the Commission tQ  send to the ,Parliament. · 
.and the Council a report on the application and effectiveness of  the Directive. The reROrt .. 
.  is to be  ~ent  'seve!) -years after the ·entry into force of  the Directive apd the Corntn15sion is 
'  required to follbw up the report with a  p~;oposal to amend the Directive if  that appears 
from the report to  be desir~le. . ·  ·  -- -
'  /. 
14 ·  5.12  Article  12  contains the commencement provisions of the Directive. It also  contains a 
provision for the Member States to communicate to the' Commission a list of  the types 
of plans  and  progranunes  which  they  will  submit to  an  environmental  assessment 
according to this Directive,  ·  ' 
5.13  Article  13  provides  that  the·  Directi~e comes  into  force  on  the  20th day  following 
· ·its official  pUblication  and  Article  14  provides  that  the .  Directive  is  addressed  to 
Member States. _  ·  - · 
·' 
15 Proposal for a 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
. on  the  assessment of  the· effects of  certain plans and programmes 
·  : on the environment· 
.  ·THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION; . 
Having  -regard.  to  the  Treaty  estaf?lishing  the  European  Cmiununity,  and  m  particular 
_  Artic~e 130s (I)thereof~  -.-
Having regard to the proposal from the ·commission1, 
Having regard to-·the opinion of the Economic and Social Committee2, 
Having regard to the opinion of  the Coriunittee of  the_ Regions3, 
Acting  in  accordance· with  the  procedure  laid-. down  in  Article  189c  of the  Treaty  m 
~operation  with tlle European Parliament4,  .  ·  · 
·. Whereas  Arti~te 130r of  the Treaty provides that Community policy ort the· environment- is to 
contrib1,1te to the· preservation, protection and improvement of·the qllll.lity of:the envirorurient, 
the protection of  human health and. the prudent and rational utilization ofnaturahesour~s  and 
. _that it should be based on the precautionary principle~ whereas that necessitates, inter alia, the 
proper integration of  environmental considerations into the plans and programmes which are 
adopted  within Member  States-as  part  of the town  artd · country planning  decision-making 
.  process for the purpose of establishing the framework for Subsequent development. oonseilts .. 
(41. particular those to which Council Directive 85/337/EEC of27 June i 985 on the assessment . 
ofth~  effects of  certain public artd 'pqvate projects on the environments applies);---- · · 
.  .  .  .  .. 
Whereas  this  Directive  aims  at  a _high level  of protection of the  environment· thfough .  the 
attainment of  the objectives provided for in Article 130r( 1) of  the Tr~ty  and is of  a procedural · 
na~re, _setting out an-enVironmental assessment procedure to. be followed by'the competent  -
authority before the final decision is taken 'in relation to plans and programmes likely to have an 
enviroiunental ~act~  ·  ·  ·· 
Whereas  environmental  assessment  is  an  unportant  tool  in  integrating  environmental 
·.  considerations into such plans. and prograriimes because. it ensures that the relevant authoritieS 
. take accoUnt of  the likely environmental effects of  implementing. plans and programmeS prior 






. ·4  opinion of  the Euro~  Parliament of+++ (OJ No C+H-), conimon'position of the Council of  ++t and-
· Decision of  the Euro~  Parliament of+++  ·  ·  · 
5  OJNoL175,5.7.1985,p.40. 
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Whereas  the  European  Community  proWamnie .  of policy  and  ·action  in  relation. to  the· 
Environment ··and  Sustainable  Development6  affirms  the  importance  of assessing  the  likely 
. environmental eff~  of  plans and programmes; 
.  Whereas the different  enviro~ental·  as~sment  systems operating within Member States are 
·deficient because they do not  ~ver  all of  the core plans and programmes which establish the 
framework· for  subsequent  development consent decisions and  because they  do  not always 
oontain the minimum procedural requirements necessary to ensure a high level of  protection of . 
the eil.virofi:111ent;  ·  ·  · 
Whereas,  in  particular,  the  systems- op~ting within  the  CoiJlilltinity  for  envirOnmental 
assessment o( plans and  programmes do  not  ensure that there are adequate transbowulary  . 
consultations  whete .the  implementation  of a  plan  or programme  being  prepared  in  one  · 
Me~er  .. S~e is  likely  to  have  a  significant  effeCt  on  the  environment  of another 
Member State;  · ·.  · 
.  G 
Whereas action is therefore required at Community lever to establish a general environmental 
assessment  framework  which will remedy  these  deficiencies  and  thereby  contribute  to, the 
pursuit of  the environmental objectives set out in the'Treaiy; ·  - · . 
Whereas,· having regard to the principle of subsidiarity. and  in order·to ensure the requisite 
uniformity and transparency, it is appropriate that this Directive sets out the broad principies of-
the environmental assessment system, leaving the proced~  -details to the Member States; 
. Whereas the plans  ~d  programmes which should be assessed under this Directive-are ·those 
plans  and  programmes  which  are· adopted  as  part  of the  town  and  country  planning 
decision-rilak:ing  process. for "the  ·pin-pose  of establishing  the  framework  for  subsequent 
development consents, including strategic plans· an~  programmes adopted in the energy,' waste, 
water,  industry  (mcluding  mineral  extraction), .  telecommunication  and· tourism  sectors,  and 
certain transport infrastructure plans and pr?grammes; 
Whereas  such 'plans  and  progralnmes ·are  adoPted  under two  types  of procedure and  this 
Directive should apply  to~. p~ans and programmes aclopted  un~er  ·both procedures,  namely to_ 
plans and programmes adopted by competent authorities, in which case the assessment should 
be carried out before the relevant competent authority adopts the plan ·or programme, ·and to . 
plans and progranu:il.es which are subject to adoption by an act oflegislation, in which caSe the 
assessment  should  •  be  carried  out  before  the  plan  or  programme  ts  submitted  .  to  the 
legislative procedure; 
Whereas,  where an assessment is required by this Directive,  it should be  Carried out on ~he 
basis of  an environmental statement containiflg the information required, taking account of  the 
stage ofthe plan or progranu'ne in the decision-making process to assess _the likely significant 
environmental effects of  implementing the plan or prograffime;  ··  · 
.  6  OJ No C 138, 17. 5.  1993, p.l. 
17 '  Whereas  in  order to  ensure  that  the  decision-making  process  is  transparent and  tha~ the 
information. supplied  for  the  assessment  ~ comprehensive  and  reliable,. it  is  necessary. to 
provide ·th~ authoritieS  arid/or  bodies  with  relevant· environmental.iesponsibilities  and. the  · 
public are to be consulted during the assessment of  phins and' programmeS;  . 
_Whereas, where the.iniplementation ofa·plan or pro~e  prepared in one·Member State. is 
.likcly. to have a significairt. effect on  1:he environme~t of  other Member States, provision should · 
.  be made·for the Member States concerned to enter into consultations; · 
. ' 
Whereas the results of  the 3$Sessnient should be taken into aCcount by the competent authority  . 
. .before  it  ad~pts the plan .  or: prograinme or  submits it  'to  .. the·· legislative  procedure,  on. the 
.  unqerstan~ that  the  power  of' assesSment  and  final. deciSion  remain  within  the  soie 
competenCe of  this authority;  - ·  . 
WhereaS. ·the application and  effectivene~s of. this 'Directive· should be. review~ Seven years 
after its entry into force,  ·  ·  ·  ·  · · 
HAS ADOPTED TillS DIRECTIVE: 
Article 1  ·_ . 
. The objective of  this Directiye is to provide for~  high level ofprot~ion  ofthe enviroriment.by. 
ell$uring that an environmental assessment is carried: out of  certain pla.ns'and programriles and 
that the resUlts of  the assessment are taken into account during the preparation and adoption.of .. 
.  ~uch  plans and prograpnnes.  ·  ··  ·  · 
· Article'2 
For the purposes of  this Directive:.  .  . 
-
(a)·  "plan" and "programme" 
.  . 
.(i)  refer only to town anc! country planlring plans and pri:>gramines 
· which  are  subject  to  preparation· arid  adoption  by  a ·competent authority · · · 
or which are· prepared by a oompetent authority for adoption by a legislative  · 
act and·  ·  · 
' 
- ' . which ate part of the. town and  coun~  planning decision-makiiig ·proces~ for. 
the  purPose  of establishing ·the·  framework  for  ~ubseqi.Ient  development  . 
~~~  '  .  . 
'  :'  .  [_  .  .  .  . 
which contain provisions on the nature,  size, location or operatiing cohd,itions 
· ofproj~s.  ·  ·  · · 
(ii)  include modifications of  e~sting plans and prqgr~es  as describ_ed in point (i);  . 
.  ',J 
... .  ~  ,. 
. I  . This definition  includes town and  country planning  plans  and  programmes  in  sectors 
such as  transport (including  transj>ort  conidors,  port facilities  and· airports),  energy, 
waste  management,  Water .  resource  management,  industry  (mcluding  extraction  of 
mineral resources),  telecommunieations. and tourism. 
(b) · . "competent  authority"  ineans  the· ~oritY which  the  Member States  desigriat~ as 
responsible for performing th~ duties arising from this Directive;. 
(c)  . "development consent  .. means the decision of  the competent authority which entitles the 
develope: to pr~  with a project; ·  · ·  · 
(d)  .. project  .. means: 
the execution of  Construction wodcs or of  other installations or schemes, 
other  interventions  in .  the  natural·  surroundings  and  landscape  including  those 
involviilg the extra~on  of  mineral resourceS;  · 
(e)  "environmental assessrilent"  means the preparation of an erWifonmental statement,  the 
carrying out ofconsultations and the taking into account of  the environmental statement 
and the results of  the consultations in accordance with Articles 5 ·to 8. 
··Article 3 
.  . 
•  •  •  t  /  '  ,· 
.  The  requirements  of this  Directive  shall  either  be  integrated  into -existing  procedures  in 
··Member States  for  the  actoption  or submission  .to  the  legislative  proeeciure  of. plans· and •. 
programmes or incorporated in procedures established to comply with this Directive. 
Article 4 
1.  An environmental assessment,  in accordance with Articles 5 to 8,  shall be earned out 
before the  adopti<,m  or the  submission  to .  the  legislative  procedure  by  the  competent 
authority of  a plan or programme. 
2.  The obligation referred to in paragraph 1 shall apply only to the plans and. programmes 
of which  the  first  formal  preparatory  act  is  subsequent  to  the  date  referred ·  to  in 
Article  1~(1  ).  ,  · 
3.  Minor modifications of existing plans and  programmes shall-require an enVironmental . 
assessment only where the Member States consider that such modifications are likely to 
have significant negative environmental effects  .. 
.  .  . 
· 4.  Plaris or programmes which deterinine the particular use of  small areas at local level shall 
-require an environmental assessment only where the Member States consider that they  . 
' are likely to have significant negative environmental effects.  ' 
Article 5 
1.  . Where an environmental assessment is required under Article 4, the competent authority 
shall prepare an environmental statement ·containing the types of  information referred to 




2.  ·.  The ·inforimition  included  hi  .  the  ·environmental  state~ent  prepared  pursuant  to 
p8ra.graph 1 shalF be in such detail  as  may. reasonably be required for the  purpose. of 
.  assessing  the  significant  direct  and  indit:'ect  ·effects  of implementing  the·  pl~ or 
programme  on human beings, fawia, flora, .  soil, water, &r, climate,  l~dscape, material 
assetS and  the CUltural  heritage,  taking  into account the level  of detail  in the plan or 
prognuiime, ·its  stage in the decision-making process and the extent to Which certain 
matters caD. be more approptiately assessed at: different levels in that process.  . 
3.  The  competent _aUthority  shall  consult the  environment31  authorities  and/or  bodies 
concerned as referred to in Article 6(3) when deciding ·on the ~pe  and level of  detail of 
the information which must be _included in th¢ ~vironmental  statement.  -
4.  The .enviro~ental statement shall include a nsm-technical  surtunary _of the iliformati<;m 
eontained mit.  ·  ,  - ·  ·  - · 
'  ·Article 6 
.  . 
·  1.  ·  A copy of  the draft plan or progrcimme and of the ·enviri>nmenial statement prepared in  . 
aCcordance wii:h Article-S shall be made available to the e~vironmental authorities and/or· 
bodies.concerned and the public concerned. 
2.  ·  The environmental m.ithorities and/or bodies concerned and the public c6neemed shall be  . 
given an opportunity to eX:press t!teir opinion on the draft 'plan or prognUnme and·the 
·accompanying  environmental ·statement· before  the  adoption  or.  submission  to  the 
-legislative procedl,lfe oft~e  plan or pmgr~e:  · 
-l.  . Member. States shall designate the. authorities and/or bo~es to be consulted. which,. by 
reason of  .their specific environmental responsibilities, are likely to .be concerned by the 
enviroiunental effects of  Implementing plans and programmes. 
4.  Member s·tates shall desigriatethe publi~  to be consulted taking into account the stage of 
the plan or programme in-the decision-making proceSs:  · 
.  5.  The detailed  arrangements .  for the infoilrultion and  ·oonsul~tion of the  environmental  · 
authorities and/or bodies concerned and the public concerned shall be determined by the 
Member States. 
Article 7·. 
L  Where a Member State oonsiders that the implementation of  a plan or programme beirig, 
prepared in relation to its territory is likely to have significant. effects on th~ environinent 
in another Member State, or where a Member State likely to be significantly affected so 
requests, the Member State ·in whose territory the plan or programme is being prepared . 
shall,  before. the adoption of  .the. plan or programme or-its submission tc> the legislative 
procedure by·a cOmpetent authority, forward a copy of  the draft plari or prograrrune arid 
theretevant environmental statement to the other Member State.  · 
2.  Where -a  Member  State  is  sent  a  copy  of-a draft:  plan  or  programme  and  an 
environmental statement under.paragr~ph 1, it shall indicate to the other: ·Member State 
whether it wishes' to enter into consultations prior to the adoption .or subnJission to the 
legislative procedure of  the plan or programme and, if  it so indicates, the  Mem~er·  States 
.. ·. 
20 · concerned  shall  enter  into  consultations  concerning  the  likely  transboundary 
environmental  effects  of implementirig  the  plan  or  progranune  and· the  me~res 
envisaged to reduce ·or e~e  _such effects.  - -
3.  Where Member States are required under· this Article to enter into ·consultations, they -
shall agree,  at the  co~encement.  of  such consultations, on a reasonable timetable for 
the duration of  the consultations: ·  ·  ·  -
·Article 8 
The •  competent  authority  responsible  for  the  adoption  or  submission  to  the · legislative ·  · 
procedure  ~f  the plan or prograinme oontemed shall  take mto  considera#on,  prior to such  . 
adoption  or· submission,  the environmental_ statement  prepared .  pui&Uallt.  to  Article  5,  any 
opinions expresSed pursuant to Article () arid the results of  consultations entered into pursuant -
.  to Article 7. The competent authority. may,. V1 partj.cular; make such alterations to .the .plari or 
. prograffime. as it considers appropriate on the basis of the environntental statement and. any 
such opinions and consultations:  ·  - · 
Article 9 
. 1.  When  a  plan  or  programme  is  adopted,  the  competent  authority  shall  inform  the 
environmental  authqrities  and/or  bodies  concerned,  the  public  Concerned  and  any 
Member State consulted under Article 7 and shall make available to those so informed: 
(a)  · a copy of  the plan or progra.inffie as adopted; and 
(b)·  a statement of how  the environmental  statement prepared pursuant to Article  5, 
any  opinions  expressed  pursUant  to  Article  6 and  the  results  of consultations 
entered into pursua.J;It to Article 7 have been taken Into  ~ccount in accordance wit,h 
Article 8. 
2.  Ute c,ietailed arrangements concerning th~ informationreferred to in. paragraph l  shall be 
determined by the_Member St~tes. .  ·  ·  . 
.  Article 10 
1.  An environmental asseSsment carried out under this Directive is without prejudice to 
any requirements  under· Directive  85/337/EEC  and  to  any  other  Community 
law requirements. 
2.  This Directive shall not apply to  management plans specifically designed for special areas 
- ofconserva~on and adopted pursuant t<?Article 6(1) of  Council Directive 92/43/EEC7 .. 
3.  No provision of  this Directive shall give rise _to a right to seek a judicial review in respect 
of  a legislative act by which a plan or programme has been adopted. 
7  OJ N~-L  206, 22.7.1992, p, 7. 
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\ -Article li 
. 1. - - 'The Member States and. the Commission shall exchange infonnation on the-experience- -
gaine<;l in app~ying  this Directive. ,  - - - - -
- -2, 
3.-
Seven -years after tlte entry- into  ~orce of ~s  Directive,  the Commission shall  send  a -
report ·on the application and effectiveness of  the_ Directive to the European -Parliament 
and to the Council.  -
Where appropriate,~in the light ofthe report referred to_ in paragraph 2, the 'commission 
may submit to the Council a proposal oontaining amendments to this Directive. 
•-- Article 12 
1.  Member  -States  slNill  __ take .  the-_ necessary'  legislative,  -·regulatory- and  adinini5trative 
provisions  to  comply  with  this  Directive  no  later  than- 31  .December  1999.  __ 
Member States shall forthwith inform the Commission of  the measures taken. 
' ..  · ...  ·  .  -··  ·,  . 
When  Member States adopt _these  proVisions;  these  shall_ contain  a reference to this -. 
Directive -or  shall  be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at  the  time  of their  official  . 
- _publication. The procedure for such referenCe shall be adopted by M~~ber  States._ 
- 2,.  Member  -States  sruill  communicate -to  the  Commission  the  types'  of plans  and 
programmes  which_-- they -will  submit  to  an  environmental  assessm~!lt pursuant  to 
- _this Directive. 
· - Article 13 
This .Directive-sh3n enter iri~o force 011. the twentieth-dayfoUowmg that of  its publicati.on in the •  -
Ufficial Journal of  the European Cominunities.  -
-- Article 14 
This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
---
For the Council 
-The President-
I  ' Infonnation referred to in Article 5 
Infonnation on· the following matters: 
(a)  · .  the ci>ntents of~~  plan or  progralmrte and its maiO obJectives; 
(b)  . the' environmental charact~cs  of  any area likely to be. significantly affected by the plan · 
or programme; · 
(  c}  any  existing  envirQnmental  problems .which  are ·relevant ·to· ihe plan ·or  prograririne 
including,  in  particular,  those  relating  to  any.  areas  of particular  environmental 
importance, such as.areas designated pursuant to Council Directives 79/409/EEC8 and 
92/43/EEC'  .  , 
'  .  . 
(d)  ·  the environmental protection objectives; established at  International,  Community and 
Member State level (including objectives established in other plans and programmes in 
the same hierarchy), which are relevant to the plan or programme and  the way theSe 
objectives and a.nY  other environmental considerations have  been  taken into  account 
. during its preparati~n;  ·  · 
(e)  the likely significant  enviro~ental  effects of  implementing the plan or programme; 
(f)  .any  alternative ways of ~chieving the  objeCtives  of the  plan  or  pr~gramme ~hi~h 
have been considered during· its preparation (such as alternative types of development 





the measures envisaged to prevent,  reduce and .  where possible offset  any  significant 
adverse effects on the environment of  implementing the plan or programme;  · 
any  difficulties {such as technical deficiencies  or lack· of know-how)  encountered in 
'compiling  the reqUired iflfonnation.  . 
-
OJ No L 103, 25.4.1979, p.  l. 
23 FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
· 1.  TITLE OF OPERATION· Proposal for ·a Col.mcil Directive on the assessment of  the. 
effects of certain Plans and' Programmes on the Environment  · 
.2.  BUDGET HEADING  B4-3040 
3.  LEGAL  ·BA~IS  Article 130s(l)IET' 
·._4.  ·DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION: 
.  .  .  .  . 
4.1  General objectives: To extend the environment~.assessmen.t system to land use 
plans and programmes  ·  ·  · 
4.2  _Period covered and arrangements for renewal  :. indeteimimite  ·.·· 
5;  -CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE/REVENUE 
5.1  Compulsory/Non-compulsor.y expenditure 
. 5.2  Differentiated/Non-differentiated. appropriations. 
5.3  Type of revenue involved : . -
6.  ··TYPE OF EXPENDITUREtREVENlJ:E 
s_ubsidy for joint financing  with  other sources  in  the  public and/or private 
sector . ·50 % - 75  % (workshops, trial runs)  · 
Other - Studies I Puolications 
',', 
24 7.  FINANCIAL.IMPACT 
7  .1.  Method of calculating total cost of operation (relation between the individual and total 
.  costS)  - estimated cost of workshops, studies and publications relating to the implementation 
·of the Directive  ·  · 
7  .2. Itemised breakdown of cost: 
. 
Breakdown  Year 
n  n + 1  n+2  n+3  n +.4. 
Studies, etc  .2  . 3  .4  .4  .4 
. •. 
-:-
Total  .2  .3  .4  .4  . 4 
.  7.3.  Schedule of Commitment appropriations/payment appropriations 
' Year 
n  n + 1  n+2  n+3  n+4 
-. 
Commitment  .2  "  .. 4  .4  .4  .. .) . 




yearn  .  1 
n + 1  . 1 .  . 1  . 125 
n+2  .2  . 275  .. 125  . 
n+3  . . 275  . 125 
n + 4  ·  . 275 
n + 5.  < 
and subs.  years 
' 
Total  .2  . 3  .4  .4  .4 
25 
CE iri- Mio 'Ecus 
(current price)· 
n+ 5 




'  -~  2. 1 
.4  2 . 1 
CE in Mio Ecus 
n+5 
and  Total 
subs.  . . 
years 




.4  1 . 2 8.  FRAUD-PREVENTION MEASURES 
-_  Special control rn:easures envisaged:  Co~tracts will be by· calls for tender 
9.- .-COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
9.1  Specific and quantifiable objectives; target -population: 
'  -
Specific objectives : links with general objective-_:  Publication of studies and  --
guides_ etc to  help Member States implement directive  -
Target population: distinguish for any individual objectives,  indicate the end-
benejicfari~s  nf  the  Commumnity'$  financial  ·contribution  and  t'he 
int~rmediaries -invol~cd:  The  administratOrs,  practitioners  and  trainers  in 
- Member  St~tes responsibJe- for· land use plans and program.mes -
'' 9.2  Grounds for the operatio'n 
The -financial 
·actions will support 
the iniple111entation 
-of the Directive 
-----
-by developing and 
exchanging EU experience 
Needfor·Community fiiwncial aid with pa~ticular regard to the 
ptinciple ofsubsidiar1ty  -
Choice_ of  ways and means 
*  advan(ages  over  possible  alternatives  (comperative -
advantages) 
* explqpatory, reference __  to·  simi!~ Community  or  national 
oper?tions 
* spin-offand multiplier effects expected 
Main  factors _of  uncertainty _  which  could affeCt  the 
special results of  the_ operation -
·9._3  Monitoring and evaluation of the operation: 
The Directive and 
the success of the -
finanCial  actions 
will be reviewed 
_9-fter  5 years 
-----
Pelformance indicator:'> 
*output indicators (measwing qctivities used) 
\-
*  i~npact indicator-s (measuring perforrnance against objectives) 
Details and.frequency of  planned evaluations_ 
Assessment of  the ,;esults obtained (where the- operation 
-is to  be  conth1Ued or rerie'l/e«J  - - - -- - ~  -
26 I 
10.  ADMINISTRATIVE  EXPENDITURE  (PART  A  OF- SECTION- III  OF THE 
BUDGET) 
,  Actual  mobilisation  of  the  necessary  · administrative  resources  will  derive  from  the 
'commission's  annual  decision  on  the  allocation  of resources,  in. the  light· of whate~er 
. ad<littonal staff and am~unts are awarded by the budgetarY authority. 
10.1  Effect· on the number of  post~: ·. 
-
Type of  post  Staff to be assigned to managing the  sourci:- Duration 
operation 
- .  - .  Permanent posts  Temporary posts  Existing resourceS  Addition;~~ 




Officials or  A  .  1,5  1,5  . 
temporary  B  0,5 
··=· 
0,5  ., 
staff  c  o;5  0,5 
'  .. 
Other resources  .. 
Total·  2,5  ~  2,0  0,5  .  .  ' 
If additional resources are required, indicate the pace at which they will have to be made available.  .  '  ~  . 
10.2 Overall fmancial  impact of addition31 human resources 
(ecus) 
••  • Amounts  Method of  c;alculation 
-. 
Officials 0,5  B  25372,5  rate used forTCE (50745 per year) 
Temporary staff 
-- Total  25372,5 
The amounts given must express the total cost of  additional posts for the entire duration of  the operation, if this l!uration is predetermined, 
or for  12 months if it is indefinite.  ·  ' 
I 0.3 Increase in other· administrative expenditure as a  re~ult of the operation 
(6cus) 
-
Budget heading.  Amoun~  Metliod of calculation 
2500  21,000  l  meeting per year with 32 national 
experts (calculated according to the 
tariff applied by DG IX) 
Total  21,000 
The amounts given must correspond to total expenditure arising from the operation if itS duration is predetermined or expenditure for 12 
months if it is  indefinite.  · 
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